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UNIL’s Site of Sion
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Institute of Geography and Gurability (IGD). 

• Interdisciplinary Research Center on Mountains
(CIRM)

• Masters in Studies on Tourism

• CAS « Tourism, Innovation, Durability »



Presentation Outline

1. Past Evolution: 
• Globalization of tourism
• Historical evolution of resorts
• Evolution of urbanization in the mountains

1. The Current Determinants:
• Socio-demographic evolution
• Evolution of customers’ expectations
• Digitalization of the economy
• Regulatory framework
• Climate change

2. Challenges and Opportunities for the Future:
• Diversification of what is on offer
• Tourist accomodation
• Landscape
• Mobility
• Governance framework



1. Past Evolution 

- Globalization of tourism

- Historical evolution of resorts

- Evolution of urbanization in the mountains



Emerging Touristic Sites over Time

Touristic Episodes

Conception: A. Antonescu
Realization: A.H. Hirzel & A. Antonescu
Map background: derived from Natural Earth
Method: quantiles



Project “Between abyss

and metamorphosis. An 

interdisciplinary approach

to the development of 

tourist resorts”

«It appears that we have not been
sufficiently aware of the achievement of 
a site maintaining its touristic appeal, 
meaning maintaining it over decades or 
even over centuries of social change»
( Knafou, R. (1996). The Transformation of former 
touristic sites. Méditerranée 84 (3), p. 3 ) 



The « Butler » Model

Source: Butler, R.W. 
(1980). The concept of a 
tourist area cycle of 
evolution: implications 
for management of 
resources, Canadian 
Geographer 24, p. 7 



Three Ideal-Typical Trajectories

• Relay: the capacity of a tourist resort to 
maintain its appeal over the mid to long 
term. 

• Abyss: the weakening, or the 
disappearance of the touristic function, 
without any alternative economic model. 

• Metamorphosis: transformation of
the tourist resort into a place which
derives its income from sources
other than from tourism.   

Relay

Metamorphosis

Abyss



Three Case-Studies



Finhaut – The Abyss

Number of hotel nights

Evolution of the number of hotel nights from 1860 to 2010



Montreux : Metamorphosis

Number of hotel nights in Montreux

1850 - 2010

Number of hotel nights in Montreux 1850 – 2010. Sources: OFS, Office for Tourism, Baedecke Guides



Zermatt – The Relay

Number of hotel nights

Evolution of the number of hotel nights from 1850 to 2010



Trajectories of the Resorts’ Development

Inception of tourism

Inception of tourism

Inception of tourism

Success and growth of

tourism based on summer

holidays

Success and 

growth

of tourism with

the 

start of winter

holidays

Success and growth of tourism mostly

based on winter holidays

Success and 

growth

of tourism

Crisis of tourism. 

Attempt to try

out new

types of tourism.

Crisis of tourism. 

Hotels are being

reconverted to 

other uses.

Crisis of tourism.

Disapperance of any

type of tourism. 

Crisis of tourism. Success and 

growth

of tourism

Success and 

growth

of tourism

Crisis of tourism. Exit from

tourism.



Verbier in 1950 



Verbier Today



Verbier in 2014Verbier around 1930 (before the industrialization of skiing)

Map of Verbier in 1930 vs. 2014



www.notrehistoire.ch/medias/51690 

Vercorin Around 1920



Vercorin Today



2. The Current Determinants

- Socio-demographic evolution

- Evolution of customers’ expectations

- Digitalization of economy

- Regulatory framework

- Climate change



• Popular initiative «To put an end to 
the invasive construction of second
homes»

• Maximum of 20% of second homes
per municipality

• The initiative was accepted on
March 11th 2012 by 50.6% of     
voters (the initiative was rejected
by 73.8% in the Canton of Valais)

• Entry into force of the Federal Laws
on second homes on January 1st    
2016



In Pink: Municipalities Affected by the New Law
(Municipalities that are in excess of the 20% second home threshold)



Information on Object

Inventory of dwellings and proportion of second homes 

(Federal Office for Territorial Development)

Municipality: Chalais

Number of dwellings: 2’792
Number of full-time homes: 1’472
Number of dwellings assimilated
to a full-time home: 23
Proportion of full-time homes:   53.5%
Proportion of second homes:      46.5%
Procedure: Municipality with a proportion of

second homes in excess of 20%



Climate Change



Deviations in temperature (anomalies) relative to the norm 1961-1990, measured

for the entire surface of the earth.



Annual temperature – Switzerland 1864-2017
deviation relative to the mean 1961-1990
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years above the mean 1961 – 1990

Years below the mean 1961-1990

moving average over 20 years (Gaussian low-pass filter) 



Mer de Glace (Chamonix): How far One has to Walk
down Today to Glacier from Cablecar Built in 1988



Evolution over the Years of the Glacier of Aletsch



Problems Linked to Climate Change in the Alps

• Permafrost
• Heatwaves, drought
• Altered landscape
• Increase in the frequency of extreme weather events



Probability of Snow Cover in Winter

Table 1: probability of snow cover in various ski areas under current and future climate conditions. 
(Source: Abegg & al. 2007)

Region Number of 

resorts

Probability of snow cover

a) Time horizon: +1 °C, years to 2020; +2 °C, years to 2050; +4 °C towards the end of the century

Alps VD & FR

Bernese Oberland

Central Switzerland

Eastern Switzerland

Graubünden

Ticino

Switzerland

Today









How much can we save? Impact of different emission scenarios on future

snow cover in the Alps 
Christoph Marty1, Sebastian Schlögl1,2, Mathias Bavay1, and Michael Lehning1,2 

1WSL Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research SLF, 7260 Davos, Switzerland 2École Polytechnique Fédérale
de Lausanne (EPFL), School of Architecture, Civil and Environmental Engineering, 1015 Lausanne, Switzerland 

«Researchers of SLF and of the EPFL indicate in their study that the snow cover

in the Alps could diminish by 70% before the end of the century. The snow cover

will be thinner at all altitudes and under all scenarios of carbon dioxide emissions.

However, sites below 1’200 meters above sea level will be the most affected. 

Even above 3’000 meters, one should expect the snow cover to shrink by 40%. 

However, if the world’s temperature does not rise in excess of two degrees

Celsius, then the shrinkage of the snow cover could be limited to «only» 30%» 



2030: Swiss tourism in the 
context of climate change. 

Opportunities
Increase of mountain
tourism in summer thanks to 
cooler air at higher altitudes

Increased attractivity of 
beach tourism in summer in 
the lake districts. 

Improved competitive
advantage of Swiss winter
sports resorts internationally
thanks to better snow cover
at higher altitudes

Improved competitive
advantage as a result of 
climate change when
compared to near abroad
(e.g. Mediterranean too hot)

Increased attractivity of 
Swiss cities in summer
(«mediterraneanization»)   

Risks
Loss of attractivity of 
Prealps because of insuf-
ficient snow cover in winter

Decrease of people who
practice winter sports 
because of lack of winter
atmosphere in the plain

Increased investments
required to adapt the offer
to the new climate
conditions (e.g. installing air 
conditioners in the cities)

Increased costs to manage
the risks to protect oneself
against natural disasters

Loss of atractiveness be-
cause of changed landscape
(shrinking glaciers)



2030: Swiss tourism in the 
context of climate change. 

Fig. 9: Evaluation of perspectives as a result of climate change

Customer frequency in summer

Customer frequency in winter

Turnover/sales in relation to 

tourists’ attendance

Alps

Alps

Prealps

Prealps

Lake districts

Lake districts

Cities

Cities

Domestic market
Near abroad market*
Far abroad market**

*    Near abroad accessible by car/train
Priority markets: CH, D, I, NL, UK
Actively growing markets: Belgium, Lux, Austria, Hungary, Nordics, CZ, Poland, Spain

** Far abroad
Priority markets: USA, Japan
Actively growing markets: China, India, Gulf States (GCC), Russia, Canada



Artificial snow -making: chronological evolution in Switzerland

slopes where artificial snow cover is available, as a percentage of all slopes

2012: no data



Visual Impact on Landscape of Artificial Snow-Making



3. The Future
Challenges

• Diversification of what is

on offer

• Tourist accomodation

• Landscape

• Mobility

• Governance framework



Diversification of
what is on offer

Proposed Classification of 25 adaptive measures

put in place by Swiss cable-car / resort companies along three

adaptive strategic axes: listing by popularity

Strategic Axis

Adaptive Measure

Percentage of cable-car / resort companies

which have adopted this measure

1. Guarantee the ability to ski

Increased use of artificial snow-making 66%

Reshaping of terrain for ski slopes 46%

Organizing winter sports competitions 45%

Improved maintenance of ski slopes 30%

Ability to function with less snow 22%

Alternative activities besides skiing 21%

Cover surfaces with snow and ice 7%

Further develop high altitude slopes 7%

Open up new high altitude skiable domains 6%

2. Diversification

Trails for hiking in winter 63%

Trails for hiking in summer 62%

Favor development of luging in winter 52%

Snowshoe hiking 51%

Didactic / thematic trails 46%

Develop gastronomy 38%

Develop winter events (e.g. concerts) 37%

Develop mountain bike trails 36%

Develop “fun “and “adventure” sports 33%

Develop summer events (e.g. concerts) 29%

Build luge track for use in summer 9%

3. Improve attractiveness and profitability , 

together with capacity to finance development

Cooperation among local stakeholders of tourism 29%

Cooperation with other ski resorts 25%

Merger with other ski resorts 16%

Subsidies for operation of ski-lifts by Municipality 11%

Subsidies for operation of ski-lifts (private local 
entities)

3%



Main Adaptive Measures Implemented
By the Cable-Car / Resort Companies

• Increased use of artificial snow-making: 66%

• Develop and maintain winter trails: 63%

• Develop and maintain summer trails: 62%

• Favour the practice of luging in winter: 52%

• Develop and maintain snowshoe trails: 51%

• Reshaping of terrain for ski slopes: 46%

• Develop didactic / thematic trails: 46%

• Organizing winter sports competitions: 45%

• Develop gastronomy: 38% 

• Develop winter events (e.g. concerts): 37% 
Source: as per Abegg 2011)



Moléson: From Winter to Summer Resort



Moléson: evolution of revenues from persons
transported (summer vs. Winter)

Summer Winter

Differences in % (bases 100% = resp. winter 2007/2008 or summer 2008)



Example of Alternative Use of a Mountain Site



Birth of the «Magic Pass» (season ticket for 
multiple resorts)



Touristic Lodging

The Lex Weber as a Catalyst of a New 
Business Model for Mountain Resorts ?



Report on the Weber Initiative, 
2008

«Over the long term, the future of very touristic
areas is not at risk because of the limitation of 
second homes. Tourist resorts will certainly face 
some economic challenges over the short-term, 
but the limitation of the development of second 
homes should even have positive consequences
over the long term». (Rütter & Partner, 2008, p. 
13)



Even though the renewal of touristic constructions is equally essential for the success

of Swiss Alpine resorts, one should issue building permits very prudently. This renewal

of touristic constructions should occur in zones that are already developed and, if

possible, in the form of replacing or transforming existing buildings. This does not only

concern hotel buildings but also to a large extent the other infrastructure, specifically

holiday apartments. Without prudent urban planning, tourism destroys its own future. 

For alpine tourism, pristine nature and an untouched landscape are important factors.

To preserve the environment, political action is necessary. Political leaders need to

adopt urban planning measures and they need to set limits to the development of real-

estate projects. This is still an unachieved task. This can be clearly seen via the sprawl

of second homes in alpine resorts.   



Second 
Home

Increase of 
population 

& employment

Municipality’s
budget burdened
by investments

Increased
tax intake

Increased job creation in the
construction and services sectors

Improved
infrastructure

Land price
increases

Local people can’t compete
for local housing

Sense of loss
of identity

Home prices and
rental rates 

increase

Building of
touristic infrastructure

Impact on landscape and on 
already developed areas

Competition for
hotel sector

Emerging
social tensions

Increased immissions due
to seasonal traffic



Fewer beds Fewer investments
in hotels

Less demand

Decreased
attractiveness

Fewer investments
in provided services

Decrease in
construction

Decreased
demand for

second homes

Less employment
in hotel business

Lower profits
For cable-car
and for resort

companies

Lower profits for
local businesses,
for restaurants,
for ski-school,

for indoor pools

Less employment
for cable-car companies, 
for hotels, for ski school, 
for retail business, etc…

Less employment
for construction and
real-estate sectors

Source: Canton of Berne & al., 2010, p. 6

Tourism Industry

(sell the milk)

Second Homes Industry

(sell the cow)



Vercorin’s Swiss Peak Resort



Governance

WELCOME !   

WHAT ?

HOW ?   

DON’T KNOW !

FIRST TIME I’M 

HEARING THIS !  



LOCAL POWER AND TOURISM



Project Abyss and Metamorphosis

Results – Key Success Factors: 

• Importance of key actors at the time tourism is started
(often not local people)

• Importance of collaboration among public and private
local actors (common vision and objectives)

• Importance of linking touristic and territorial development
projects (prioritizing tourism over other lucrative and/or
rent-seeking alternatives)



Project Abyss and Metamorphosis

Results – Key Success Factors: 

• Strong innovative environment backed by a political
coalition / consensus favouring the development of tourism. 

• Controlled land development, prioritizing the use of land
as opposed to to focusing on the land’s commercial value. 

• Importance of brand-building (goodwill), so that the resort’s
name is associated with a clear message.

• Connection to multi-scalar networks (ability to obtain
financial support from Cantonal or even Federal bodies).



Community-Oriented Model vs. Integrated Model



Example of Montana-Crans, as Reported by the Press

Radovan Vitek’s CHF 200 Million

Hotel Project has Been Approved

Radovan Vitek Leader of Real-Estate

Management in Crans-Montana

Who runs
the Resort ?



Missing Actors
of local 

Governance ?

• Seasonal
workers

In winter, Saint Luc Relies 

on Labour from Brittany



Missing Actors
of local 

Governance ?

• Second home
Residents

The Second Home Tax, Cause 

For Some Teeth-Grinding



Conclusion

Visitor Numbers of Other Alpine Countries

Evolution of visitor ski-days using the season 2004/2005 as starting point; in % 

Austria France Italy Switzerland



Conclusion

Evolution of the Five-Year Moving Average

Evolution of five-year moving average of visitor ski-days: clearly in decline over past 25 years



Conclusion

• Difficulty for local actors to change their mindset from the «business   
as usual» model (exit from the «myth» of only cable-cars & skiing)

• Exit from «schizophrenic» ways of thinking (meaning, to try to adapt by
opting for «solutions» which actually speed up global warming)

• Diversify touristic offer across the four seasons (prioritize development
of autumn tourism and further build out summer tourism)

• Position each resort of Valais along targeted client segments (stop just
copying your neighbour)

• Organize tourism at the right level (across Municipalities) and in a more
integrated manner. 

• What roles for seasonal workers ? What role for second home owners ? 
How do they interface with local entities ?

• Does the new generation still want to work in the tourism sector ?



Thank You for Your Attention !


